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KEY POINTS
• An exchange would function as a new market
for health insurance that helps correct problems
related to certain tax inequities and insurance
market distortions caused by the tax code and
federal insurance regulations.
• By transferring health plan purchasing
decisions from employers to consumers
(employees), an exchange delivers a number
of advantages over traditional employer-based
health plans. Advantages include more choice
and variety when selecting a health plan,
greater price transparency, portability,
coordinated funding for dual-income couples,
and more competition among health plans.
• An exchange also can extend valuable tax
advantages to new types of employersponsored health plan arrangements, as well
as to people without access to employersponsored plans.
• Establishing an exchange is not without risk.
An overly ambitious exchange could result in
costlier health plans that price more people out
of the market. To avoid additional risk, an
exchange must not be allowed to manage
competition among health plans and the sale
of health plans must not be prohibited outside
the exchange.

Introduction
In 2007, Minnesota’s legislature and governor’s
office convened two separate groups charged with
finding solutions to the cost, access, and quality
problems ailing our health care system. Among the
many ideas considered, a statewide health
insurance exchange attracted favorable and
bipartisan interest. An exchange is a state
government reform whose objective is to correct
problems created by the federal government—
including certain tax inequities and insurance
market distortions caused by the federal tax code’s
preference for employer-sponsored group health
plans.
An exchange would function as a new marketplace
where people with limited or no access to taxadvantaged employer-sponsored group health
plans—people who disproportionately are lowincome—could buy their own health plan with
pre-tax dollars. Employer groups could also use an
exchange as their health plan and give their
employees the opportunity to choose and own their
own health plan. In this way, an exchange would
improve dysfunctional health plan markets by
spurring more competition and innovation,
expanding the variety of health plans available to
consumers, increasing the portability of health
plans, promoting price and quality transparency,
and encouraging people to be more engaged in
their health care decisions.
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There are, however, serious risks to the state
establishing an exchange. A poorly designed
exchange could result in costlier health plans that
would price even more low-income families out of
the market. The fact is, most health care market
reforms fail to live up to their expectations;
therefore, any attempt even to tweak the market
should be taken with extreme caution. That said, if
an exchange can extend tax advantages and improve
health plan markets, it deserves a close look.
This report reviews the possible advantages and the
pitfalls of an exchange. The first section starts by
defining the exchange concept. The following
section outlines how an exchange can help solve or
at least mitigate a number of problems ailing our
health care system. An exchange can, however,
encounter significant pitfalls if designed poorly, and
the next section discusses these. The report
concludes by answering some objections from both
the left and the right.

What is a Health
Insurance Exchange?

The primary function of any health insurance
exchange is to aggregate and process health plan
payments. The process is thus: Individual
consumers, their employers, and/or the government
pay into the exchange, the exchange aggregates the
payments for the consumer, the consumer directs
the exchange to buy a health plan, and, finally, the
exchange processes the payment to the health plan.
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Beyond the basic functions of aggregating and
processing health plan payments, there are a
number of possible structural variations to an
exchange, based on the following:
• people or groups eligible to participate
• powers to set benefits, co-pays, deductibles,
loss ratios, and prices
• financing arrangements
• corporate structure
• board of directors selection and composition
• risk pooling arrangements
• risk equalization payment system features
• federal health insurance regulation adherence
• participation mandates for individuals and
health plans
• group plan availability
• add-on services

Advantages to Be Gained

In its most basic form, a health insurance exchange
is a marketplace (or store) for buying and selling a
variety of competing health plans. It would
function more like the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) than a Target store. While Target
inventories products and actively markets those
products, the NYSE connects buyers and sellers of
stocks directly with one another and is generally
neutral to the actual stock traded. Similarly, an
exchange would connect buyers and sellers of
health plans without showing preference for one
health plan over another.
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These health plans would be individually-owned
health plans versus traditional employer-sponsored
group health plans.

FOR

There are two key advantages to a health insurance
exchange and at least two lesser advantages worth
mentioning. First, an exchange helps improve the
function and competitiveness of health plan
markets. Second, an exchange helps extend the tax
code’s generous exemption of employer-paid health
insurance premiums. Less key, but potentially very
important, an exchange creates the opportunity
both to reform Medicaid and to reform insurance
market regulations.
Improving health plan markets. Today, health care
markets are inefficient and inattentive to
consumers because most consumers, as a result of
current tax incentives, rely on their employers for
their health plan coverage.1 An exchange helps put
consumers in control of their health plan decisions,
which forces health care markets to attend to
consumer needs, not employer needs.
Nearly all employers that offer a health insurance
plan offer a defined benefit health plan, which is a
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health plan chosen, defined, and paid for mostly by
the employer, not the employee. Because employers
call the shots, the actual consumer (the employee)
plays only a secondary role in shaping the health
care market. Thus, unlike almost any other market
for goods or services, health care markets are not
driven by consumer input. Without a strong
connection to consumers, the price and quality of
health plans remains largely unaccountable
because employers can absorb cost increases
through salary reductions.
In place of a defined benefit health plan, an exchange
creates the opportunity for employers to offer their
employees a defined contribution health plan. In defined
contribution health plans, employees receive from
their employers pre-tax cash contributions that can
be used freely to pay for health care expenses. An
exchange acts as a central place where employers can
make that defined contribution, which employees
can then apply to their own health plan choices
regardless of their employers.
By helping employers move from offering a defined
benefit health plan to offering a defined
contribution health plan, an exchange helps
correct a number of very specific health care
market problems caused by traditional definedbenefit health plans.
• An exchange expands the choice of available
health plans. Most employers offer only one
health plan.2 This lack of choice limits
value-enhancing competition among health
plan companies and undermines their ability
to know what employees want and need in a
health plan. Ideally, an exchange would offer
the full range of health plans now offered in
the individual market.
• An exchange makes the true cost of health
care transparent. Few people actually know
how much their employers pay for their health
plan or that the costs of the plans are almost
entirely offset by reduced wages. A defined
contribution health plan makes the
employer-paid portion crystal clear, which

gives consumers the information they need to
make more informed purchasing decisions.
• An exchange forces health plans to pay more
attention to cost and quality. Employers, able
to fund health plan cost increases through
salary reductions, do not exert nearly enough
pressure on health plans to keep costs down
and quality up. With newfound control over
their health care budgets and the freedom to
choose their health plans, employees have
incentives to economize and monitor quality.
They will exert more pressure on health plans
than their employers ever did.
• An exchange gives consumers the freedom to
define their own benefits. For some consumers
a quality chiropractor might be a godsend, and
they will demand generous chiropractic
benefits. Other, more cost-conscious
consumers might wish to limit their benefits
with plans that, for example, place higher
co-pays on brand-name prescription drugs.
In an exchange, individual consumers decide
what their health plans cover. To realize this
freedom fully, current insurance coverage
mandates in Minnesota would have to be
repealed.
• An exchange makes health plans more
portable from job to job. Because health
plans are tied to employment, losing a job
usually means losing health care coverage,
which can be especially disastrous if the job
loss is the result of sickness. An exchange
moves people to individual market policies
that they can maintain by paying out of
pocket if they lose employer funding. It’s
much easier to continue affording individual
market premiums in the event of a job loss,
especially a job loss resulting from illness,
because individual market policies guarantee
that illness or an increased health risk cannot
raise insurance premiums upon annual renewal.3
• An exchange enables dual-income couples
and people with two jobs to coordinate
funding from their multiple employers.
Having multiple jobs often means choosing
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the most generous health plan from one job
and forgoing the other. If each employer were
to make a defined cash contribution to an
exchange, the funds could be combined
(aggregated) and applied to one plan.
• An exchange allows consumers to choose
health plans that fit their conscience. As the
science, technology, and policy of health care
advances, more and more matters of
conscience are entering the equation.
Embryonic stem cell research, genetic testing,
contraception, abortion, organ sales, and
assisted suicide could all find themselves part
of a health plan, whether explicitly within the
benefits set or more implicitly through
research or other funding grants. In an
exchange, consumers can follow their
consciences and choose health plans aligned
with their convictions.4
Extending tax advantages. An exchange can help
extend tax advantages available to people through
the tax code’s exemption on employer paid health
plan premiums in two ways. First, an exchange
provides employers that sponsor health plans a new
defined contribution health plan alternative with
the same tax advantages as a defined benefit health
plan. Second, for employers that do not sponsor a
health plan, an exchange encourages them to
establish cafeteria plans that employees can use to
pay health plan premiums with pre-tax dollars.
Until recently, there was no clear answer to
whether an employer could sponsor a defined
contribution health plan and receive the same tax
advantages as a defined benefit health plan. To stay
on the safe side of the law, employers have long
sponsored defined benefits. However, over the past
decade the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has
issued guidance on a number of tax issues that
confirmed employers may indeed sponsor defined
contribution health plans. One of the major
developments took place in 2002 when the IRS
endorsed the use of Health Reimbursement
Arrangements (HRA).5 An HRA is a financial
account owned and funded by employers that
employees can use to pay for medical expenses.
4
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Importantly, the IRS confirmed in 2002 that
employees can use the account to pay individual
health plan premiums. More recently, in August
2007, the IRS confirmed that a cafeteria plan can
be used to pay individual health plan premiums.
But questions remain over how to coordinate
premium payments from an HRA and a cafeteria
plan.
A health insurance exchange offers an alternative
to an HRA-style defined contribution plan that
can provide an easier solution for some employers,
especially small employers. First, an exchange does
not carry the same questions over intermingled
funding from HRAs and cafeteria plans because the
exchange is only used to pay health plan premiums.
Second, an exchange is also free from many federal
regulations because it functions only as a processor
of payments and does not maintain a fund balance
that would otherwise be subject to federal
regulations. Admittedly, even the exchange’s tax
status is not fully clear because the IRS has yet to
specifically endorse the arrangement. With
employers already funding health plan premiums
through the Massachusetts Connector, the nation’s
first state-sponsored exchange, tax lawyers have
already requested clarification on this issue.
Employees who work for employers that do not
offer health benefits must buy their own health
plans, and, in general, do not receive tax
exemptions for their monthly premiums. Yet there
is, in fact, a process for people to get the tax
exemption when they buy their own plans, and an
exchange can help more people benefit from it.
Employees without access to employer-sponsored
group health plans can still exempt individual
health plan premiums if their employers agree to
pay the premiums through a cafeteria plan.6 In a
cafeteria plan, employees choose to allocate a
portion of their pre-tax salaries to the plan to pay
for certain health- or child-care expenses. The
plan—i.e., the employer—then pays those
expenses.
However, only a minority of employers—34
percent nationally—offer cafeteria plans.7 Without
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a human resources department or an employee
benefits consultant, many small employers are not
even aware that cafeteria plans exist. Awareness
may also be limited because cafeteria plans are not
widely advertised.8 Further, many employers do not
offer cafeteria plans due to the perceived cost and
administrative burden.
An exchange can both increase awareness and ease
the administrative burden of cafeteria plans and
thereby encourage employers to offer them to their
employees. Through advertising and the news
generated from the creation of an exchange,
awareness about cafeteria plans and their tax
advantages will rise. More importantly, by acting as
a central point for choosing and paying health
plans, an exchange removes the administrative
burden of selecting and paying multiple health
plans. To encourage further the use of cafeteria
plans, an exchange might also offer an add-on
service to assist employers in the process of setting
up their cafeteria plans.
Reforming Medicaid. While not a necessary
component to an exchange, most exchange
proposals either include or envision the application
of a subsidy program within exchanges.9
Minnesota’s current Medicaid program channels
eligible enrollees into a one-size-fits-all managed
care health plan. On top of being inflexible,
Medicaid crowds out private coverage, pays
providers below-cost reimbursement rates, and
interrupts the continuity of care for enrollees when
they enter or leave the program. All of these
problems could be resolved or mitigated if
Medicaid were reformed into a program that
subsidizes private coverage.10 As a payment
aggregator, an exchange could easily administer a
public subsidy program giving low-income people
the power to pay private health plan premiums
from an aggregated pool of government, employer,
and individual funds.
Reforming insurance regulations. An exchange
creates an opportunity to reform dysfunctional
insurance regulations. When establishing an
exchange, the state will want to rethink the way it

regulates both the individual and the small group
markets and may wish to develop new regulations
that authorize a hybrid market that combines the
best features of the individual market (portability,
choice, and guaranteed renewability) with the best
features of the small group market (its tax
advantages and lack of individual underwriting). In
fact, federal regulations may require these new
regulations, to some degree, in order for the
exchange to process defined contributions from
employers.
Currently, Minnesota’s small group market tends to
attract a disproportionate number of unhealthy,
high-risk, and high-cost individuals. This is because
federal regulations force group health plans to
accept every small employer group that seeks
coverage, regardless of the group’s health risk.
Furthermore, the market does not spread the cost of
high-risk employees equitably. Because health plans
charge employers higher premiums based on their
total risk and because employers must distribute the
higher premium equally among its employees,
employees that happen to work for higher-risk
employer groups pay higher premiums than
similarly situated employees in lower-risk groups.
In contrast, Minnesota’s less regulated individual
market allows health plans to charge higher
premiums for higher risks and even to exclude
people with risks deemed too high. Minnesota’s
high risk pool picks up the higher risks and funds
these risks more equitably. Consequently,
Minnesota’s average annual individual health plan
premium sits $189 below the national average, while
Minnesota’s average small group health plan
premium sits $156 above the national average.11
Thus, the individual market trades a more equitable
insurance product, with guaranteed access and less
premium variation, for lower premiums.
An exchange gives Minnesota a chance to take a
fresh look at how it regulates the small group and
individual insurance markets. Reforming how the
state regulates insurance could help mitigate risk
selection problems found in the small group market
and the inequities found in both markets. These
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decisions will be the most difficult part of the process
in establishing an exchange, because they present
tough tradeoffs. Moreover, it’s often hard to predict
how new insurance market regulations will impact
the market. The wrong choices could exacerbate risk
selection problems and raise premiums, which is
exactly what happened in some states that modified
their insurance market regulations in the 1990s.12

a vital component to an exchange. However, he
did not necessarily envision a single statesponsored exchange. To Enthoven, exchanges
“could be private or public, for-profit or nonprofit
organizations, electronic or traditional.”13 Notably,
once the advantages of exchanges become known,
he predicts that they would become
entrepreneurial ventures competing against one
another.14

Pitfalls to Be Avoided

It would be one thing for a single exchange to
manage competition in a field of competing
exchanges, but quite another to manage
competition as a single state-sponsored exchange.
Without competing exchanges, a single statesponsored exchange that manages competition
would essentially be a new and less accountable
state insurance regulator. To manage competition,
an exchange might pursue the following
approaches: set premium caps; set minimum loss
ratios; limit co-pays, co-insurance, and deductibles;
establish standards for health plan and provider
quality; define minimum and standardized benefits
packages; or require special payments to health
plans to equalize their risks.

While a Health Insurance Exchange might appear
to offer a path to more affordable high quality
health plans, most ambitious health care reforms
fail with great gusto. As noted, there are a number
of possible variations to an exchange. Some of
these variations would transform an exchange into
a much more ambitious market-wide reform and
increase the risk (and scope) of failure. Of these
variations, there are two critical pitfalls to avoid:
First, an exchange must not be allowed to manage
competition; second, the sale of health plans must
not be prohibited outside the exchange.
Pitfall #1: Giving the exchange the power to
manage competition.
The more ambitious variations introduce a new
role for an exchange in the marketplace. Instead of
just aggregating and processing pre-tax premium
payments, an exchange would begin actively
managing competition among the health plans it
offers. For example, the Health Care
Transformation Task Force, one of the two groups
established by the legislature and the governor,
recommends limiting the number of health plans
offered in an exchange, reasoning that too many
health plans might be too confusing for consumers.
An exchange also might standardize the benefits
that a health plan can offer in an effort to help
consumers compare the plans on price and quality
measures. In doing so, this type of exchange
embodies a style of health care reform called
managed competition.
As originally conceived by Stanford University
professor Alain Enthoven, managed competition is

6
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Proponents of managed competition believe this
sort of active management will protect consumers
and enhance competition between health plans.
Loss ratio minimums, premium caps, and limits on
out-of-pocket costs intend to protect consumers
from the supposed avarice of health plans, even the
so-called nonprofits. But attempts to plan a market
centrally in the interests of consumers never work.
Caps on prices lead to shortages; limits on out-ofpocket costs lead to overuse and costlier premiums.
Vigorous competition—one company trying to best
another by delivering a superior product—remains
the most effective consumer protection policy.
Interestingly (and oxymoronically), proponents of
managed competition believe that it will also
invigorate competition. By requiring health plans
to offer standardized benefit sets, proponents
believe consumers will be better equipped to shop
because shoppers comparing the price of
standardized benefits will be comparing apples to
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apples; this will, in theory, force health plans to
compete more actively on price (and maybe even
on quality, if reliable measures ever become
available). The presumption here is that without
focused competition over price, current health
plans operate inefficiently with high administrative
costs.
Yet focusing competition on the price of a few
benefit designs does not guarantee lower prices or
increase the overall competitiveness of the health
plan market. Setting standardized benefits is little
different than restricting car manufacturers to
producing a four-door sedan based on one standard
design and then forcing them to compete on how
efficiently they can produce that one car, even if
some consumers might have opted for a less
expensive design.
Health plans currently compete to offer innovative
benefit designs, a practice that should be
encouraged, not restricted. Not everyone shares the
same risk tolerance, health habits, health
conditions, or preferences for various medical
treatments, like alternative medicine. Moreover,
certain design elements, like higher co-insurance
levels or linking cost sharing with healthy
behaviors, can affect the price of a plan
significantly, and, of course, not everyone has the
same health care budget. Tailoring benefit designs
to meet these various preferences is an important
competitive element that managed competition as
envisioned by some people would inhibit.
At best, an exchange that manages competition
would become yet another third-party decision
maker that cuts health care consumers out of the
process in the same way that employers and
government health programs do now. At worst, it
would implement an array of well-intentioned
regulations ostensibly to protect consumers and, in
the process, drive up premiums and damage
Minnesota’s health plan market. These
consequences are serious and demand a clear and
muscular prohibition against the power of an
exchange to manage competition.

Pitfall #2: Prohibiting the sale of individual and
small group health plans outside the exchange.
An early draft of the Health Care Transformation
Task Force report—one of the groups charged by
the legislature and the governor to find solutions—
recommends collapsing the individual and small
group markets into one statewide exchange,
making the exchange the only entry point into the
insurance market.15 This recommendation presents
serious problems. As the only entry point to the
insurance market, any authority given to the
exchange will govern the entire individual and
small group market, and the success of the market
will depend on the success of the exchange.16 Even
if the exchange is not given the power to regulate
or manage competition, collapsing the whole
market into the exchange certainly paves the way
to that. In the future, it will be all too tempting for
lawmakers to surrender politically difficult
decisions to the exchange.
Moreover, without any competitive forces, the
exchange will likely devolve into a sluggish and
expensive bureaucracy. The freedom to buy health
plans outside the exchange—either directly,
through a broker, or even through another
exchange—is a competitive force essential to
keeping the exchange responsive to customers.17

Objections
Because the exchange attracts bipartisan support,
it’s no surprise that objections spring from both the
left and the right. Most objections have some
legitimacy and are therefore worth considering.
• Objection #1: Every exchange is a form of
managed competition that constrains health
care markets and reduces competition. People
who know the history of health care reform
know that President Clinton’s 1993 health
care initiative drew from Professor Alain
Enthoven’s managed competition ideas and
was itself labeled managed competition.
Knowing that history, it’s not hard to
understand why some conservatives might
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react strongly, even viscerally, against the idea.
(It should be noted that Enthoven quickly
disavowed and disassociated himself from the
Clinton proposal.)18 However, the exchange
proposed here, and similarly proposed by the
conservative Heritage Foundation, would not
adopt the managed competition elements first
proposed by Enthoven.19 That said, even if the
exchange starts out modestly and is given
limits, conservatives should worry that it
might, in the future, be empowered to manage
competition.
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exchange the same chance to show how health
plan consumerism can do likewise.
• Objection #3: By moving more people into
the individual market, an exchange increases
the number of people eligible for the state’s
subsidized high-risk pool. This is true, but this
result is far more equitable than the present
situation where employees who happen to
work for employer groups with high health
risks end up paying higher insurance rates than
similarly situated people working for employers
with low risks.

• Objection #2: Even a modest exchange will
be used to pave the way to a government-run
health care system and should be avoided at
all costs. While this might seem a tad
conspiratorial, there is no question that many
people on the left would like to use the
exchange, as just discussed, to manage how
health plans compete. After all, that was the
original intent. And it’s true that some
Minnesota policy makers propose an even
more ambitious exchange with broader
authority to control Minnesota’s health care
market by making it responsible for defining
quality, measuring risk, and even setting how
doctors get paid. With these responsibilities,
an exchange would be responsible for
orchestrating Minnesota’s entire health care
system and thus would, in any practical sense,
become a government-run system.

• Objection #4: An exchange will encourage
employers to drop or reduce the health care
benefits they fund and increase the financial
burden on employees. As long as the tax code
allows employers to exempt the cost of
employer-sponsored plans from payroll taxes,
few employers will completely drop health
benefits. Under the right circumstances, an
exchange would encourage broader employee
participation. Some employees find employersponsored health plans unaffordable and refuse
them because the employer offers only a
benefit-rich plan and pays only a small portion
of the expensive premium. If this employer
were to make defined contributions to an
exchange, more employees would take up
insurance because they would have a lowercost option.20

But do these proposals to strengthen
governments hand in health care mean we
should avoid an exchange altogether? People
must understand that there is also a substantial
risk of moving toward a government-run
system if we do nothing. Right now, the status
quo in health care is frustrating, to say the
least, and public moods are shifting. Five more
years of double-digit cost increases, and the
public may be willing to accept a much
stronger government role. Health savings
accounts already demonstrate how medical
care consumerism can bring down costs
without sacrificing quality; it’s worth giving an

It’s true that some employers may begin
reducing the portion of health benefits they
pay directly, but overall this result should be
positive. For employers that start paying a
defined contribution—a set dollar amount
each month—employer funding will no longer
be tied to the actual cost of health benefits
and thus annual inflationary adjustments to
their funding may not keep pace with more
rapidly inflating health care costs and
employees will need to pay a greater share to
maintain the same benefit level. While some
people worry that an increased employee share
will become too burdensome, employees
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already pay this share through reduced
salaries—they just don’t realize it.21 As long as
employees receive the tax exemption on their
share, not much changes. The fact is, the
higher the employees’ share, the better the
health plan market will function, because
employees are more attentive to the cost and
quality of their health plans. As already noted,
employers do not exert enough pressure on
health plans to keep their costs down and
quality up.
• Objection #5: An exchange accomplishes
nothing that is not already done privately.
Insurance brokers already assist individuals and
small employers with finding the right health
plans and setting up cafeteria plans. Web sites,
such as eHealthInsurance.com, already help
organize information to help shoppers compare
and buy health plans. But no one, at least in
Minnesota, has set up an arrangement where
multiple employers and employees can
aggregate funding in a way that allows
employees to take maximum advantage of the
tax code and that grants employees in group
plans access to a wide variety of health plans.
• Objection #6: If an exchange is such a good
idea, an entrepreneur would have already
created it. Without state authorization, an
exchange would be risky venture for an
entrepreneur. Certain interpretations of federal
health insurance regulations apply the law’s
small group market regulations to individual
market health plans if an employer pays any
part of the premium, even if the premium gets
paid through a cafeteria plan.22 If true, then an
exchange would need to follow small group
market regulations even though the health
plans would be individually owned. Most states
would need to pass laws that set out and
authorize this new combination of small group
regulation on individually owned plans.
Even if state authorization is unnecessary,
there are more reasons an entrepreneur might
take a pass. First, investing in a market as

dysfunctional as most states’ individual and
small group markets would represent quite a
risk in itself. Second, this risk multiplies when
you consider the likelihood that future state
reforms might radically alter the market’s
landscape. Third, most individual and small
group markets are quite small, which makes
bringing an exchange to a profitable scale
challenging.
These points present a common theme: Both
federal and state laws etch a great deal of
uncertainty into the future success of an
exchange. Because states exert some control
over uncertainties, they may be best situated
to establish an exchange.

Conclusion
If the state government is best situated to open an
exchange, then policymakers must remain mindful
that the government, in opening one, is stepping
into the private market. An exchange is not a
traditional public good or public service that
justifies government involvement; it is
fundamentally a private service connecting private
citizens with private health plan companies. This
sort of market intrusion would not be tolerated in
other industries. The proposal would be pilloried as
market planning. Yet an exchange can be justified
as a tool to help counteract federal intrusions.
Policymakers must take care that this step into the
private market does not become a leap. Indeed, as
a tool to reduce the overall influence of the
government on health care markets, an exchange
should not be justified as a tool to embark on other
initiatives related to issues like quality
measurement, risk selection, benefit design, and
provider payments. If allowed to take on these
responsibilities, an exchange will begin looking
and functioning more and more like the state’s
health care central planning agency, setting
Minnesota’s health care market on a course toward
less innovation, longer waits, frequent shortages,
wasteful surpluses, fewer choices, poor customer
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service, and, of course, rationing. To avoid this
result, an exchange needs clear limits and
boundaries.
These warnings notwithstanding, a strictly
bounded exchange can deliver positive results.
Federal tax laws and group health plan regulations
exert enormous influence on how Minnesotans
purchase their health plans. The result is less
choice, higher costs, less flexibility, reduced
competitiveness, lower quality, less accountability,
and less portability. An exchange can reduce that
federal influence. Ideally, the federal government

would take action and de-link tax benefits from
employer-paid health care. This would eliminate
the need for an exchange. The idea is gaining
traction among federal policymakers, but
considering that the problem has been well
understood for decades, Minnesotans should not
expect quick reform. Rather, Minnesota should
move forward with an exchange, the most feasible
opportunity to reduce federal distortions on
Minnesota’s health plan market.
Peter Nelson is a Policy Fellow at Center of the
American Experiment.
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